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Alien Security  
Alien Security is a cyber security consultancy that provides ethical hacking services for 
the purpose of finding security vulnerabilities that a malicious hacker could potentially 
exploit. With our client’s permission, we cause some serious chaos testing their IT 
environments to maximise their cyber security defense. The cyber security industry is 
growing with a lot of products that will benefit companies, however, most of those 
products focus on controlling access while Alien Security focuses on the most important 
aspect, which is protecting data, and strengthening cyber security readiness. We think 
that installing these products as a first layer of defense is essential but without 
combining that with regular pen tests, it won't be a powerful solution against complex 
attacks.  

www.aliensecurity.co.uk  

 

Calm Creation 
Traditional meditation isn’t for everyone, but who doesn’t benefit from finding a way to 
relax and unwind? Calm Creation uses art as a tool that allows individuals to unleash their 
creativity and ease their mind, in the comfort of their own home. While meditation apps 
like HeadSpace have gained a lot of traction in the personal well-being market, Calm 
Creation offers a legitimate alternative, targeting millennials looking for a way to 
destress, by making mindfulness accessible and more fun. Available to both individuals 
and groups, our purpose-made boxes come with art supplies and easy-to-follow 
instructions that are shipped directly to customers’ homes on a subscription basis. 
Through our app, users can listen to the voice of an instructor who soothingly guides 
them through the process of creating art and creating peace of mind. 
Calm Creation: Art made simple. Meditation made simpler. 
	
www.calmcreation.co.uk  
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
HYPER CRUNCH 
HYPER CRUNCH is an online platform that automates the processes of social media – 
generating, scheduling, posting, and analysing content - whilst keeping strategy 
bespoke. Unlike an agency, we charge an affordable, flexible, and upgradable monthly 
subscription instead of large upfront fees. Through optimising digital processes and 
implementing a better revenue model, HYPER CRUNCH is disrupting the traditional agency 
model of online marketing and providing a crucial resource for start-ups and SMEs in five 
countries. Our vision is to help entrepreneurs focus on what they’re passionate about and 
achieve their business priorities while protecting and enhancing their reputation online.  

www.hyper-crunch.com 
 
 
Mentorite  
Mentorite is a B2B AI-empowered talent development platform based on two pillars: a 
fully digitalised smart mentoring section and a fully customised content service. Through 
our smart mentoring, mentees can find guidance from their perfect mentors within their 
workplace to allow them to thrive whilst building meaningful relationships. Through the 
fully customised content service, employees can be recommended pre-selected high-
quality material to help them accelerate their growth.  

www.mentorite.co.uk 
 

 
Rhythm  
Rhythm is an application where an artist can browse and buy instrumental music. This 
way producers are given payment for their work. Artists are making singles and albums 
by taking instrumentals that they have found online but not giving credit or payment to 
the producer. It is common for independent artists and producers to upload their music 
on streaming websites because there are no options available for them to put their 
creations online and have them protected against stealing. Rhythm wants to change that.  

 

Seven Cherries  
Seven Cherries is a sustainable, zero-waste catering service, delivering the highest 
quality events across London and the UK. We endeavour to minimise the environmental 
and social impact of our business activities, without compromising on quality. Our 
produce is 75-90% organic, all of our meat is free range, and we maintain a list of banned 
products and ingredients, which are never used in our menus. These are selected 
according to a strict set of criteria, based on our own sustainability guidelines. We are a 
Living Wage employer, and we are committed to encouraging equality and the prevention 
of discrimination.  
www.sevencherriescatering.com  

 



 

Shellpod Shampoo  
Shellpod Shampoo is a single-use solid shampoo ball that dissolves in water. It is an eco-
friendly, biodegradable alternative to bottled liquid shampoo that you can use every day. 
It comes dry and therefore does not require any plastic packaging, making it 100% waste 
free. It is perfect for travelling and outdoor activities. Shellpod Shampoo is made with 
natural ingredients, is cruelty-free and does not contain any sulfate or paraben. Shellpod 
Shampoo, washing away the waste!  

 

Simple Studying  
Our website is an innovative legal platform that aims to improve the academic 
performance of law students across the UK. By distilling the vast information into one 
place, our platform significantly reduces the amount of time students need to spend 
researching for relevant materials and resources, thereby ameliorating the high failure 
rate. Simple Studying enables students to connect with each other and build a community 
of law students. Every subscriber on our platform has their profile from where they can 
access our materials and services, make connections, find study buddies, initiate 
public/private legal discussions, engage in our mock court activity or organise study 
groups. We believe that the digitalisation of networking for law students will result in our 
customers feeling part of the legal community that shall significantly mitigate social 
exclusion and mental health issues of law students as well as facilitate their entry in the 
legal professions.  

www.simplestudying.com  

 

VacayWear  
VacayWear is a winter clothing rental company offering a wide-range selection of 
apparels. Buy less, Rent more is the core concept of the brand, inspired by the problems 
of the people who live in hot countries, who only use winter clothing once or twice per 
year during their vacation and never wear them again. VacayWear allows customers to 
rent affordable and stylish winter wear without wasting money on something they would 
not wear often and also saving storage spaces. With an unlimited VacayWear closet, 
customers are more free to explore new styles and brands. Customers can easily rent 
their favourite outfits through our application and we will deliver it to their 
accommodation in the UK, no need to carry them and dealing with excess weight when 
travelling anymore!  

 

Wanna Coffee 
Wanna Coffee is an app for coffee drinkers who want to find coffee stores that meet their 
requirements and save money with every purchase. It allows you to easily search for 
independent cafes near you and receive offers and promotions through a standard loyalty 
system. You accumulate points with every purchase, and you can then exchange them for 
promotions and discounts. The app shows user ratings, good quality pictures and useful 
information about the type of coffee, food and other facilities. It also allows you to filter 
your search to help you find exactly what you need.  


